Two plus blue equals green: Grapheme-color synesthesia allows cognitive access to numerical information via color
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\begin{abstract}
In grapheme-color synesthesia, graphemes (e.g., numbers or letters) evoke color experiences. It is generally reported that the opposite is not true: colors will not generate experiences of graphemes or their associated information. However, recent research has provided evidence that colors can implicitly elicit symbolic representations of associated graphemes. Here, we examine if these representations can be cognitively accessed. Using a mathematical verification task replacing graphemes with color patches, we find that synesthetes can verify such problems with colors as accurately as with graphemes. Doing so, however, takes time: \(
\frac{\text{time}}{\text{switch}} = \frac{240 \text{ ms}}{250 \text{ ms per color}}
\). Moreover, we find minimal reaction time switch-costs for switching between computing with graphemes and colors. This demonstrates that given specific task demands, synesthetes can cognitively access numerical information elicited by physical colors, and they do so as accurately as with graphemes. We discuss these results in the context of possible cognitive strategies used to access the information.
\end{abstract}

\section{Introduction}

Synesthesia is a perceptual phenomenon in which stimulation of one sensory modality (e.g., sight or taste) evokes additional sensory experiences (e.g., sounds or colors). In a common form of synesthesia, grapheme-color synesthesia, graphemes (i.e., letters, punctuation marks or numbers) evoke percepts of color (Cohen Kadosh et al., 2005; Day, 2005; Simner et al., 2006). The percepts can be quite vivid and are cognitively accessible in the sense that they are verbally reportable and can be used by the synesthete to perform certain perceptual and cognitive tasks ranging from color matching (Arnold, Wegener, Brown, & Mattingley, 2012; Blake, Palmeri, Marois, & Kim, 2005) to visual search (Palmeri, Blake, Marois, Flanery, & Whetsell, 2002; Ramachandran & Hubbard, 2001a, 2001b) and facilitate learning and memory (Gibson, Radvansky, Johnson, & McNerney, 2012; Gross, Neargarder, Caldwell-Harris, & Cronin-Golomb, 2011; Rothen, Meier, & Ward, 2012; Watson, Blair, Kozik, Akins, & Enns, 2012). However, past accounts of grapheme-color synesthetes generally suggest that the inverse is not the case. Namely, that colors viewed in isolation do not provide cognitive access to percepts of graphemes or their associated symbolic information (Callejas, Acosta, & Lupianez, 2007; Cytowic, 1989). Thus, although for a given synesthete, viewing the grapheme ‘3’ may elicit a perceptual experience of the color of a blue sky, it is commonly reported that viewing a blue sky will not necessarily give rise to a similarly vivid experience of the number three, let alone give the synesthete cognitive access to the numerosity of the number. However, little empirical work has been done to test whether this is the case.
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in all circumstances. Here we empirically test the possibility that, given specific task demands, colors can indeed provide cognitive access to information that is ordinarily symbolically represented by a grapheme.

Recent evidence suggests that the asymmetry of grapheme-color synesthesia may not be as stark as previously thought. A number of studies have demonstrated that the presentation of colors can implicitly influence a grapheme-color synesthete’s behavior in a manner that is consistent with their grapheme-color associations across a wide range of contextual, numerical lexical and memory tasks (Brang, Edwards, Ramachandran, & Coulson, 2008; Cohen Kadosh et al., 2005; Dixon, Smilek, Cudahy, & Merikle, 2000; Gevers, Imbo, Cohen Kadosh, Fias, & Hartsuiker, 2010; Ghirardelli, Mills, Zilioli, Bailey, & Kretschmar, 2010; Johnson, Jepma, & de Jong, 2007; Knoch, Gianotti, Mohr, & Brugger, 2005; Smilek, Dixon, Cudahy, & Merikle, 2002; Weiss, Kalckert, & Fink, 2009). For example, it has been shown that the physical presence of a grapheme is not necessary for color associations to have an influence on behavior (Dixon et al., 2000). Specifically, a synesthete was presented with simple arithmetic problems followed by a color patch that was either congruent or incongruent with the true solution (see Fig. 1). The task was to name the color of the square as quickly as possible and then report the correct solution. Despite the grapheme for the solution (e.g., 4) never being displayed, the synesthete responded faster if the physical color square matched the color associated with the solution. Further evidence (Cohen Kadosh et al., 2005) for colors implicitly evoking numerical information was derived using a modified distance effect paradigm (Moyer & Landauer, 1967). The distance effect reflects the observation that magnitude judgments (e.g., which number is larger) are easier when the numerical separation between two items is larger. In their task, synesthetes performed magnitude judgments on numerical graphemes presented in colors that were either congruent or incongruent with the associated synesthetic colors (Cohen Kadosh et al., 2005). The subjects were faster at performing the task if the physical colors were associated with more numerically distant digits than the digits actually presented (e.g., 3 and 4 were judged faster if they were presented in colors corresponding to the digits 1 and 8). Additionally, priming effects have also been demonstrated using contextual (Brang et al., 2008), numerical (Gebuis, Nijboer, & van der Smagt, 2009) and lexical (Weiss et al., 2009) tasks. Interestingly, Brang et al. (2008) demonstrated that the congruity of synesthetic colors induced by contextual statements altered the brain response for synesthetes compared to controls suggesting that synesthesia may be an automatic perceptual phenomenon with bidirectional connections between numbers and synesthetically associated colors.

These studies demonstrate that physical colors can produce interference or facilitatory effects on behavior; however, little evidence to suggest that synesthetes report being able to cognitively access the information (e.g., the experience of ‘four-ness’) correlated with particular graphemes when viewing associated colors. This is unlike the case of graphemes that give rise to specific color percepts that can be verbally described and matched to colors on a screen with extraordinary precision. As such, these studies have only reported effects that are implicit in nature, and without an explicit measure of numerical or mnemonic processing on the basis of the physical color it is impossible to know whether such interference and facilitation effects were due to synesthetes cognitively accessing their associated graphemes. Indeed it has been directly argued in some cases that the synesthetes did not have explicit cognitive access to the symbolic information and that the reported effects were strictly implicit in nature (Cohen Kadosh et al., 2005; Gevers et al., 2010; Knoch et al., 2005; Weiss et al., 2009). Thus, the questions that remain unanswered are: Are there circumstances in which color information alone is sufficient to give synesthetes cognitive access to the information associated with a corresponding grapheme, and if so, what is the nature of this access compared to the accessing the information via the grapheme itself? Simply stated: can a grapheme-color synesthete compute/spell/read using only colors?

One plausible reason why synesthetes do not generally report that colors elicit experiences of their associated graphemes is that colors are cognitively associated with countless other sources of information. For example, the color red is commonly associated with stop lights, candy, fruit, fire trucks, etc. In contrast, a grapheme is typically only associated with the symbolic information it represents. As such, a grapheme color represents one of very few associations with the grapheme whereas the grapheme likely represents only one of many associations with the color. As such, one may not expect that viewing a color would elicit an associated grapheme any more that it would elicit any other associated source of information. In the sections that follow we describe an experiment that is designed to explicitly test whether synesthetes can indeed cognitively access the symbolic information normally associated with a grapheme solely on the basis of viewing a patch of color. The experiment applies a mathematical verification task in which one, two or all of the digits in an equation are replaced with

![Fig. 1. An example of the color-priming task used by (Dixon et al., 2000). They demonstrated that RTs were faster for naming the color patch that matched the correct solution compared to a color patch that did not match the correct solution. Adapted from Fig. 2.11 in Cytowic and Eagleman (2009).](image)
the corresponding color patch (Fig. 2). This design places a distinct constraint on the context in which the color patches are viewed, increasing the likelihood that of all possible associations the synesthete may have with a given color, its synesthetic association with a given grapheme will be preferentially accessible. In order to accurately perform the task, the synesthetes would have to use their color associations to explicitly access the numerosity linked with the associated grapheme and use that information to determine if the presented equation was correct or incorrect. If they are able to cognitively access the information, they should be able to perform simple math well above chance regardless of how many of the numbers in the equation are replaced with color patches.

Our results demonstrate that the synesthetes (and not the controls) we tested can indeed perform simple mathematical operations using patches of color rather than explicit numerical graphemes. Moreover, we observe minimal differences in accuracy despite how many graphemes are replaced, including when all or none of the numbers in the equation are explicitly presented. We find that reaction times are generally slower when numbers are replaced with color (~250 ms per item). Moreover, reaction time costs associated with switching from computing solely with graphemes to computing with colors only occurred when equations containing graphemes followed color trials. Taken together, these findings demonstrate that provided with an appropriate context, the presentation of an associated color can provide explicit cognitive access to the symbolic information represented in a grapheme. Although the exact mechanism by which the numerosity is accessed remains unknown it is important to note that such access is relatively flexible as there are minimal costs associated with switching between computing with numbers or colors.

2. Material and methods

2.1. Participants

Ten grapheme–color synesthetes (8 women, 2 men; mean age: 24.8 years) and 10 non-synesthetes (6 women, 4 men; mean age: 24.3 years) participated in the experiment. Each participant provided informed consent in accordance with either the Institutional Review Board at the University of Nevada, Reno and the University of California, Berkeley. All reported normal or corrected-to-normal vision. All participants were volunteers and some received course credit for participating.

2.2. Apparatus and display

Stimuli were presented on a Dell Trinitron P991 monitor (19 in., 1024 × 768) with an 85 Hz refresh rate. The stimulus computer was a 2.4 GHz Mac Mini with an NVIDIA GeForce Video Card. Stimuli were generated and presented using the Psychophysics toolbox (Brainard, 1997) for MATLAB (MathWorks, Inc., Natick, MA).

2.3. Stimuli and procedures

Color associations for each synesthete were obtained using a standardized test battery for synesthesia research (Eagleman, Kagan, Nelson, Sagaram, & Sarma, 2007). Participants were randomly presented with black numbers (0–9) and letters (A–Z) and picked the corresponding color from a color palette (for more information, see Eagleman et al., 2007). Immediately prior to the experiment, color associations were re-computed for each synesthete so that the average RGB values obtained for each grapheme and used to create the stimuli used in the main experiment were calibrated the monitor. Supplementary Fig. 1 shows the approximate color associations for each of the 10 synesthetes.

For the main experiment, trials consisted of simple mathematical problems using randomly generated single digits ranging from 0 to 9 in the form $X[+–/]Y=Z$. For four synesthetes, only digits ranging from 1 to 9 were used as they did not have a color association for the number '0' that could be represented on a computer display (all of these synesthetes
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**Fig. 2.** A sample math problem used in the experiment for each of the four conditions. The color patches used here represent S3’s color associations for 2, 3 and 5, respectively. This represents a trial where the presented solution was true. On a given trial, a fixation cross appeared for 500 ms followed by the presentation of one of the four conditions until participants responded.
described the color as being clear or transparent). As illustrated in Fig. 2, four distinct forms of the equations were presented. In the control condition, all three numbers were presented without any color substitutions. In the other conditions one, two, or all three of the graphemes were replaced with a square color patch (3.5° visual angle). The color of each patch matched the synesthetic color the subject associates with the number it replaced. For controls, we randomly chose the color associations of a synesthete and used those colors to create the color patches. The grapheme(s) were replaced randomly in the one- and two-color on each trial. The numerical stimuli subtended a vertical visual angle of 2.7° and a horizontal visual angle of 0.9–1.5°. The operators subtended a vertical visual angle of 0.3–0.9° and a horizontal visual angle of 0.8–1.1°. All problems had a true integer answer of 9 or less (e.g., 3 + 4 = 7). This restricted range of numbers was selected because several of the synesthetes in our study did not report having distinct color associations for numbers greater than nine. The numbers associated with the color patches and explicitly presented numbers formed an equation that could either be true (e.g., color corresponding to the number ‘3’ + 4 = 7) or false (e.g., color corresponding to the number ‘9’ ÷ 3 = 4). The numbers and colors that made up the equations on each trial were randomly selected in an iterative process until the constraints described above were satisfied.

On each trial, a fixation cross appeared for 500 ms followed by an equation that was presented until the participant responded. The task was to press ‘T’ if the presented solution was true and ‘F’ if the presented solution was false. Feedback on the accuracy of response was not provided and no instructions on which hand to use when responding were given. Participants were simply instructed to respond as quickly and accurately as possible. Reaction times (RTs) for each trial were recorded starting at the time the problem appeared on the screen. 64 trials each of the zero-, one-, two- or three-color conditions were presented in a pseudorandom order for a total of 256 trials. Each condition contained an equal amount of problem types (16 of each: addition, multiplication, subtraction and division) and an equal amount of true and false trials. The type of problem (e.g., true division) and number of color patches was pseudorandomly chosen on each trial.

It is important to note that to non-synesthetes, the equations in all but the zero-color condition make no sense: is blue + 7 = 8? As such the untrained non-synesthetes in our study had to guess whether or not each equation were true and be expected to perform at a chance level of 50% for all color conditions. Prior to the main experiment, each subject completed a practice session containing 16 problems with all black numbers presented on a gray background. This was done to (a) put the subject in the mindset of doing math problems and (b) to our great relief, confirm that the subjects could accurately perform simple math problems. A gray background was used throughout the experiment because none of the synesthetes in our study had graphemes that evoked this color.

3. Results

3.1. Accuracy

Not surprisingly, averaging across all true, false and problem type (addition, subtraction, multiplication and division) conditions, all participants performed very well in the zero-color condition (synesthetes: 98.4%, controls: 97.8%). There was no significant difference in accuracy between synesthetes and controls (t(9) = 0.69, n.s. in the zero-color condition. Mean accuracy for synesthetes in the one-, two- and three-color conditions was 96.5%, 95.8% and 95.3%, respectively (Fig. 3). One-sample t-tests revealed that performance for synesthetes was significantly above chance (50%) for all the colored conditions: one-color (t(9) = 40.97, p < .001), two-color (t(9) = 42.14, p < .001), three-color (t(9) = 28.23, p < .001). As expected, accuracy for the controls was near 50% in all color conditions (one-color: 55.8%; two-color: 52.2%; three-color: 54.4%) and was only significantly above chance for the one-color condition (t(9) = 2.49, p = .03); given the nature of the task and the small observed effect, it is most likely this simply reflects random response variation.

Additionally, for the synesthetes a 2 (trial-type: true or false) × 4 (number of color patches: none, one, two, three) × 4 (equation type: addition, subtraction, multiplication, division) repeated measures ANOVA was performed. The main effect of number of color patches was significant (F(3,27) = 4.75, p = .009, η² = 0.35). Follow-up analyses revealed that synesthetes performed significantly better in the no-color condition relative to the one- (t(9) = 2.33, p = .045), two- (t(9) = 3.79, p = .004)

![Fig. 3. Mean accuracy for each of the four conditions. The light gray bars indicate accuracy for synesthetes and the dark gray bars indicate accuracy for controls. The dashed line represents chance level performance. Error bars represent ±1 SEM.](image-url)
the degree to which the synesthetes can efficiently switch between accessing numerosity via a grapheme vs. color should
be reflected in differences in RT on switch trials (slower) and no-switch trials (faster). As shown in Fig. 5A, we found no
evidence for switch costs across synesthetes when color trials were preceded by zero-color trials (paired-samples t-test:
< -2.0, n.s.) or equation type (F(3,27) = 2.51, n.s.). Additionally, no other interactions reached significance (All F < 2.0, n.s.). Thus,
the data indicate that there are RT increases (~250 ms per item) associated with verifying the equations using colors rather
than graphemes and these effects are not driven by specific equation/trial types.

3.2. Reaction time

The median reaction time data averaged across trial and equation type are illustrated in Fig. 4. In the no-color condition,
there was no difference in RT between the synesthetes and controls (F(9) = 0.54, n.s.). For the controls, replacing the graph-
emes with one, two or three color patches had little effect on reaction time. Given the chance level accuracy, it is likely that
the RTs derived from these trials simply reflect the time it takes to guess whether the equations are true or false. In contrast,
ispection of the average median reaction times shown in Fig. 4 suggests that for the synesthetes there is a linear increase in
RT as the number of substituted colors increased from 0 to 3. On average, RTs increase by ~250 ms with the addition of each
color patch. This trend appears to be case for most of the individual subjects (Supplementary Fig. 2).

As was done for the accuracy data, we sub-divided the data on the basis of trial-type (true/false), number of colors (zero-
three), and equation type (+– × ÷) and performed a 2 × 4 × 4 repeated measures ANOVA on the median RTs and found a sig-
nificant effect of the number of colors in the equation on reaction time (F(3,27) = 10.85, p < .001, η² = 0.55). The linear trend
for an increase in RT with the addition of color patches was also significant (F(3,27) = 19.74, p = .002, η² = 0.69). Combined
with the near perfect accuracy performance on the task, it is reasonable to conclude that the observed increase in reaction
times reflect cognitive processing associated with accessing the numerosity associated with the color and using it to cor-
rectly verify the equations. Similarly to accuracy, no significant main effects were observed for trial type (F(1,9) = 0.28,
ubar {n} .) or equation type (F(3,27) = 2.51, n.s.). Additionally, no other interactions reached significance (All F < 2.0, n.s.). Thus,
the data indicate that there are RT increases (~250 ms per item) associated with verifying the equations using colors rather
than graphemes and these effects are not driven by specific equation/trial types.

3.3. Switch costs

3.3.1. Color trials preceded by zero-color (switch) or color (no-switch) trials

Here, for synesthetes, we examined RT data for one-, two- or three-color trials that were preceded by either another color
substitution trial (no-switch) and compared them to data from trials that were preceded by a zero-color trial (switch). Con-
trols would not be expected to actively perform the task on color trials as they did not have grapheme-color associations, and
as such were excluded from this analysis.

The degree to which the synesthetes can efficiently switch between accessing numerosity via a grapheme vs. color should
be reflected in differences in RT on switch trials (slower) and no-switch trials (faster). As shown in Fig. 5A, we found no evi-
dence for switch costs across synesthetes when color trials were preceded by zero-color trials (paired-samples t-test:
t(9) = -1.22, n.s.). However, we note that by the nature of the experimental design, there are more color trials than zero-
grapheme trials. Because of this, potential costs associated with task switching could potentially be offset by an expectancy
for a forthcoming color trial.

3.3.2. Grapheme trials preceded by color (switch) or zero-color (no-switch) trials

Additionally, we examined RTs in response to zero-color trials that were preceded by a color trial (switch) or another
zero-color trial (no-switch). As controls can perform zero-color trials, this analysis was performed in both groups. On these
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  \caption{Overall median RTs for each of the four conditions. The light gray bars indicate accuracy for synesthetes and the dark gray bars indicate accuracy for controls. Error bars for individual subjects represent the interquartile range. Error bars for the overall mean represent ± 1 SEM.}
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zero-color trials, both synesthetes ($t(9) = 6.85, p < .001$) and controls ($t(9) = 2.70, p = .02$) showed significant switch costs when zero-color trials were preceded by equations containing color patches (Fig. 5B and C). The magnitude of this switch cost effect, did not differ between the two groups ($t(18) = 1.12, n.s.$). As noted above, it is possible that these observed switch costs may be exaggerated by the expectancy of a forthcoming color trial and may thus represent an upper limit of the switch cost.

4. Discussion

This study was inspired in part by an anecdotal report from a synesthete that she thought everyone used color when performing arithmetic: "I thought everyone did math with colors—that yellow plus yellow was red for everyone" (Blake et al., 2005). This stands in contrast to the generally held view that although grapheme-color synesthetes often describe vivid experiences of color when viewing numbers or letters, they do not usually report experiencing a grapheme when viewing its associated color (Callejas et al., 2007; Cytowic, 1989). Here, we empirically investigated the degree to which colors alone can provide cognitive access to the symbolic numerical representation of synesthetically associated graphemes. There are three primary conclusions to be drawn from the current data. First, when presented with patches of color, the synesthetes we tested were indeed able to cognitively access the symbolic numerical representation of the synesthetically associated graphemes and use that information to verify simple math problems as accurately as when graphemes are explicitly presented. Secondly, this cognitive access does not come without cost. Accessing numerosity via color takes longer (~250 ms per item) than via graphemes. Finally, the data demonstrate that synesthetes can flexibly switch between computing with numbers or colors without cost, but only when switching to computing with graphemes following trials with one or more color patches and not vice versa. This final result, however, is constrained by the nature of the experimental design, which included a different number of color and zero-color trials.

One intuitive explanation for the current results is that when presented with a color, the subjects are using mnemonic information to recall the associated grapheme, and are subsequently able to verify the equation. This could occur in either of two distinct ways. For example, when presented with the equation $2 + 3 = 'the color blue'$, the participant could solve the
equation $2 + 3$, derive the correct answer ‘5’ and then recall from memory the color associated with ‘5’ and use it to verify the equation as presented. While this approach is certainly feasible for the 1-color trials, it is unclear how this process would work for the two- and three-color trials. That said, as described in the introduction, RTs tend to be slower in response to incongruent pairings of graphemes and colors compared to congruent pairings across a variety of tasks (Dixon et al., 2000; Gebuis et al., 2009; Ghirardelli et al., 2010; Johnson et al., 2007). If in fact the synesthetes were using this approach to verify the equations then we would expect to find slower RTs in response to false trials (incongruent) than true trials (congruent). However, as described above, no main effect of trial type (true/false) was observed in either the accuracy or RT data suggesting that this method of solving the equation and matching the solution to one’s color was not being used, at least for the case of 1-color trials. However, we note that the hand and/or finger with which participants responded was not explicitly controlled for nor counterbalanced. As such, handedness effects could obscure potential RT differences in response to true vs. false.

Alternatively, when presented with the above equation, the participant could use a search and check strategy to recall from memory the grapheme they associate with the color blue and use it to access the numerosity needed to verify the equation. Indeed, as would be predicted by this hypothesis, almost all of the synesthetes tested show a systematic increase in reaction time as the number of color-substitutions increases with an average of $\sim$250 ms per item. This RT increase is consistent with a serial cognitive strategy in which the grapheme associated with each color is referenced in memory thereby giving access to the associated numerosity. The sequential nature of such a strategy would lead to a linear increase in reaction time as more color patches are substituted. Alternatively, this mnemonic access may operate in parallel but be mediated by a capacity-limited resource (Townsend, 1972, 1974, 1990). For example, multiple color-grapheme associations may be recalled at once but doing so is harder and thus takes longer as more items are retrieved in parallel. Moreover, there is some variability across the synesthetes we tested (Supplemental Fig. 3). This could alternately reflect either greater efficiency of access within a serial process or greater resource capacity in a parallel one. We note that the cognitive access to numerosity hypothesized above is indirect in nature, with the access being granted by the recollection of the grapheme associated with the presented colors. Another possibility is that the access to numerosity is direct in nature without the intermediate representation of a grapheme. Unfortunately, the current data does not allow us to distinguish whether the synesthetes’ route of access was indirect or direct in nature. However, we note that the synesthetes we tested did not report experiencing vivid percepts of graphemes when presented with the color patches. For example, when presented with the light-blue color S3 associates with the grapheme ‘3’, she did not report experiencing a pictoral representation of the grapheme. Instead, she reported that when performing the task it is as if the color itself symbolically represents the numerical value ‘three’.

When asked prior to participation if colors in general evoke numerical experiences, each subject responded ‘no’. For example, seeing a red fire truck does not automatically evoke a sensation of a specific number. This suggests that being able to cognitively access the numerosity associated with a given color is likely context specific. This is in contrast to the synesthetic color evoked by a given grapheme that is seemingly automatic and relatively context free. This asymmetry in cognitive access to the synesthetically associated color/grapheme may arise from the fact that color is commonly associated with many environmental objects (e.g., red can be associated with apples, roses, etc.) (Nijboer, van Zandvoort, & de Haan, 2006) and actions (e.g., green means go). For synesthetes, it may be that numerical representations are simply one of many associates of color. One reason why colors are not often reported to evoke experiences of numerosity may simply be that the context (i.e., a stop light) in which a color is seen may lead a non-numerical associate to be more strongly activated. In contrast, numerical graphemes are not typically associated with many objects in memory; instead, they are almost singly associated with a numerical value, and for grapheme-color synesthetes, with a specific color. Thus, when a synesthete views a grapheme, it strongly activates a color association and can more easily lead to an intense experience of that color (Brang et al., 2008; Callejas et al., 2007; Gebuis et al., 2009; Weiss et al., 2009). Indeed, in addition to perceptual associations, grapheme-color synesthetes may have declarative associations for their colors in that 5 is red just as true as the sky is blue.

A question arises as to how flexibly synesthetes can switch from one access-route to another. To address this question, we examined the response data of the synesthetes looking for evidence of switch costs (Kiesel et al., 2010). It is well established that it takes longer for a person to respond to a novel response mapping than to a repeated response mapping (Jersild, 1927). For example, (Wylie & Allport, 2000) employed a color-word Stroop task using a block of incongruent color-word Stroop stimuli followed by a mixed block containing color-neutral stimuli (colored squares) and incongruent color-word stimuli. They demonstrated that if participants completed a block of only incongruent trials prior to the mixed block, they were slower on incongruent color-word trials than if they did not complete an incongruent only trial block prior to the mixed trials. Although extreme practice can reduce switch costs, there is little evidence supporting the idea that people can switch between alternative stimulus-response mappings without any associated switch cost (Berryhill & Hughes, 2009; Stoet & Snyder, 2007). Interestingly, we found that the synesthetes experienced no significant switch costs when performing math with colors (one-, two- or three-color trials) following grapheme trials (zero-color). Conversely, following color trials, both synesthetes and controls experienced significant costs when switching back to using digits. For synesthetes, this may reflect a switch cost in switching back to computing with graphemes following color trials. Because there were three times as many color trials, there are many instances in which several color trials would appear before switching back to graphemes trials and this may have resulted in a cost when switching computational modes. Alternatively, the fact that both groups experienced this cost may suggest that they were simply expecting more color trials throughout the experiment and it was only the anticipation of a subsequent color trial that resulted in slowed reaction times.
One interpretation is that the synesthetes have simultaneous access to the symbolic meaning of a digit and the synesthetic color corresponding to a particular magnitude. However, as stated above we are somewhat cautious of this interpretation of the task-switch analysis and additional testing would needed to determine if cognitive access to numerosity using color alone is a serial or capacity-limited, parallel process. Based on these data, however, we conclude that each synesthete was able to switch from computing graphemes to using colors to access numerosity in a manner that is not commonly observed in other response-mapping experiments (Kiesel et al., 2010).

A final unanswered question is whether the current results reflect a cognitive process that is unique to synesthetic individuals or whether they are indicative of a lifelong learning process of associating graphemes with specific colors and vice-versa. Could non-synesthetic individuals be trained to form such associations and accurately perform tasks like those described here? Such a process would be analogous to learning a new alphabet—something humans are readily capable of doing with the exception that the new characters being learned are already strongly associated with many other items in memory (i.e., a native English speaker does not have numerous associations with the Chinese character for the number three, as is the case for the color red). Importantly, however, the synesthetes and controls in this experiment received no prior training with the task and each reported never having attempted to perform math problems using colors. Even without such training the synesthetes were immediately able to perform the task with minimal speed or accuracy tradeoffs and were able to switch from computing with graphemes to computing with colors with negligible switch costs. Additional research is needed to determine if training non-synesthetes to associate particular colors with numbers can reach a similar level of performance.

In conclusion, we report ten grapheme-color synesthetes who can verify simple mathematical equations using the colors they synesthetically associate with specific graphemes in the complete absence of the graphemes themselves. Moreover, they performed the task with comparable accuracy to equations containing digit information in the absence of color and can switch from using graphemes to using colors to access numerical information with minimal cost. Specifically, given appropriate context, color associations can provide synesthetes with explicit cognitive access to the numerosity associated with a particular grapheme without viewing the grapheme itself. The answer is yes to the fundamental question posed in this paper: can a grapheme-color synesthete compute/spell/read using only colors? So while the statement Yellow plus Blue equals Red may make a color scientist cringe, to a grapheme-color synesthete it may make perfect sense.
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